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Incidentally...

The contents of this month’s Exponent deserve particular comment, since our third issue
of the year has reached a high point in student
writing at the University of Dayton.
The writing of satirical, witty, or even mildly
funny material is always difficult, since the
author of this type of writing has a double
problem: that of getting his idea across to the
reader and that of avoiding offense. Three of
the pieces in this issue do just that—and do it
very well. The author’s love for cats and the
gently amusing humor of her style make The
Case of the Derelict Cat agreeably easy reading.
It’s followed by the blunt, more direct seriocomic
vein of Television—Step Forward in Education,

writers tend, as I do myself, to break away from
the traditional verse forms and make use of the
freer, more modern techniques. Since such techniques demand vivid imagery, careful choice
of phrasing, and, above all, strong unity of idea,
the editing of student poetry is not easy.
Frequently it happens that the writer’s idea is
misunderstood or missed altogether, or lacks
sufficient cohesion to be at least apparent, if
not

understood.

Consequently,

when_ several

pieces of such unusually fine poetry as those
in this month’s issue make an appearance all
at once on the editor’s desk, they deserve to be
presented together in one section as a special
feature.

and topped by the delightful, tongue-in-cheek
wit of Takes More Than Three to Get Married.

Why the sudden profusion of such unusually
fine writing? Is it the challenging hint of spring

This last piece is a remarkably well-handled
satire of today’s warped picture of love and
marriage lavishly presented in song, story, and

in the air, or just the confirmation of Exponent’s
firm confidence in the writing potential and the

cinemascope.
In contrast to these three pieces is Thy
Sister’s Keeper, a short story by Eileen Crowley,
a newcomer to the ranks of Exponent writers
who handles the ironic twist in her story with
skill and finesse. Balancing this is another of
Mary Mattingly’s vivid Vignettes.
Linda McCarthy, a contributor whose work
is widely familiar to Fxponent readers, has produced something altogether different in her
review of Hemingway’s The Old Man and the
Sea. Written in her usual perceptive style, this
piece is actually more essay than review.
And, finally,

good taste in reading matter at U.D.? Undeniably, it’s the latter. We are, with your help,
producing a literary magazine worthy of its
name. Congratulations for the achievement go
to you—the writers who are doing such fine
work—and to you—the readers who are demanding better and better writing in Exponent.
Keep it up! We want more and more of it!
With Concept, however, it must be spring,
for this month they’ve done an about-face and,
instead of presenting one artist’s interpretation
of several different ideas, are presenting one
idea—the spirit of spring—interpreted by several different artists. We think you’ll like the
results.

the feature of this month’s

issue: the poetry section.
The selection of poetry for a college literary
magazine is extremely difficult, since student

See you on campus.
Therese Geis
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The Case Of The Derelict Cat
By HELEN O’MEARA

The first day I saw him, I was afraid of him.
His nondescript coat was a dull, unpatterned
gray except for a hideous splash of tobaccobrown around his mouth and over his nose, and

This was the pattern that followed at intervals of three hours through the remainder of

a black stripe down his back ending in black
rings circling his long, thin tail. His face was

touched), the cat crawled under the protective,
low branches ofa lilac bush. Here, his watching
continued tense and with much effort, for the

peaked and his large eyes were a brilliant green
with a pencil-line of black cutting the center; a
dingy white vest and four paws smudged a dirty
white completed the picture, if you could dis-

that day. In between the nourishment hours
(which now included ground beef left un-

cat was nearly starved and his weakness was
very marked.
Days went by and I was able to get nearer

count the fact that he was so thin you could
discern the bones of his spine and his body was

the cat. He took only milk, and this only after

less than two inches thick.
As I came upon him, he crouched warily,

him turned from me, watching in another direction. Speaking as I approached him, I elicited
no defense on his part; in fact, he never ceased
his vigil. Even at a distance of two feet, the

ready to bolt at any instant. A full-grown tiger
would offer no less menacing a determination
to stand his ground! I stood still, not daring
to speak and thinking how pitifully desperate
the animal must feel! Quietly, then, I did speak:
wondering words of how any human could drive
such a helpless, domestic animal into such a
truly savage attitude.
The cat stood his ground and I didn’t crowd
him. Instead, I went into the house, slowly backing away from the animal, still talking. Fixing
a saucer of half evaporated milk, half warm
water, I went back to the cat, put the dish down
about ten feet from him, encouraged him and
waited silently, still farther away. The cat’s
nose lifted and twitched, but his eyes never
moved. That brilliant green stare continued to
blaze, so I left him.
From a corner window, I watched the animal

I'd left it. One time I went to him and found

cat never moved. I stopped walking. I stopped
talking. Then, I snapped my fingers. Still, no
response. The cat was deaf. Walking in a wide
circle, I approached him slowly, head-on. No
sooner had I come into his line of vision, then
he bolted back to the safety of the branches.
At a five-foot distance, now, I put the dish be-

fore him and backed away. He came warily to
the dish and cleaned it up.
After a period of two more weeks, during
which the cat was always found facing the
house, he would come when he heard my voice.
I could briefly stroke his head, too. But still he
refused all but the warm milk. About this time,
I had come to realize that the cat’s vision was
also affected, for, one day, as I talked to him,

as he slowly stalked toward the dish of milk,

I passed my hand before his eyes, only to realize
that the animal could not see it. I had never

nose twitching, body close to the ground. He

been able to find him when the emerald green

reached his objective after a series of rapid
glances around him, put his face to the milk
and almost at once began gulping the milk.
Suddenly, not half-finished, he ceased drinking,

eyes were dilated—and animals in fear show
this, very distinctly. Summing up the deafness,
the fixed eyes, the refusal of anything but the
milk, the total suggested poisoning.
However, his deafness had gone, and his
strength was returning as evidenced by the fact
that now he would sit up at times, rather than

waited, panting, then dropped flat to the earth—
still tensely aware of his immediate surroundings. He was exhausted.
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lie full length on the ground; also, he walked
more confidently and farther from his protection

He was rather stupid about other things,
too. If you hid a toy from him, even though he

of the lilac tree branches. At times, he woul
lie against the sun-drenched brick walls of the
house. He did not stay in his hideaway at night;

watched where you tucked it away, he seemed
not to be able to get to it at once. He merely
“scented” it from its former place. Yet, at this

where he went, I never did find out.
Eventually, the cat would be found near the

time, he could see very well. When a toy was
batted around an object, he took seemingly

door, but I couldn’t persuade him into the house,
although he looked curiously inside as I held
the door open. The time came when I could hold
him and that day I discovered another tragedy:

surprised that he had found the toy! He’d be
apt to look at you and cry, as if saying, ‘““You

forever to get around the object, then acted

tored rather unsuccessfully, for many weeks,

get it?” Against these incidents he showed
promise; for instance, I spanked him just once
for going into the bedroom, and he never again

for it healed only partially.
Five weeks of daily coaxing resulted in the

attempted
threshold.

cat’s decision to come into the house! Fearfully,
he repeatedly kept his eyes on the still-open
door; nor did his exploration take him from a

These were not the only problems to be faced
about the cat. Winter was not far off, and my

direct line to the door! But he was in. He stayed
about sixty seconds, then bolted. This routine
was repeated at closer intervals as time went

morning until late afternoon, at the earliest.
This meant that the cat would have to stay

by. It was only now, too, that he would accept
food. However, there were still two- and three-

broken, for one thing; for another, how could
he stand the cold? And, most critical of all,

day intervals when he would still refuse even
milk, but by this time he could better stand

our rental contract definitely stated, ‘“No pets
allowed.”

his throat had recently been torn. This I doc-

his “fasting,” for his strength increased steadily.
The neck wounds were still ugly; worse, they
seemed to have developed into a spreading type
of infection that eventually circled his neck and
broke out near his thighs. I wrote to my cousin,

to

go

beyond

the

living

room

husband and I had to be from home from early

out or stay in. I wasn’t sure he was_ house-

My husband didn’t object to my helping the
stricken animal as I first found him. But now
I could see that these problems were taking

Added to the neck complication, I had to recog-

their toll. Jack said less and less about the cat
and watched more and more. Finally, one evening he said, “What are we going to do about
the cat?”

nize the fact that my pet could not withstand
winter cold; in fact, this early winter bite was

I had to admit something had to be done.
It wasn’t fair to the cat to confine him from

already too much for him. Although, too, he
wasn’t aware of this as yet, for I was certain

early morning to early evening, particularly
since he was not used to being confined; the

he must have had some brain damage left over
from the poisoning! At the sign of the first

wounds were still ugly and not yet visibly improving; he was not too alert and was ideal
prey for a frolicsome dog or a marauding cat;

a veterinarian in Ithaca, New York, about him.

frost, he went out early one morning and sat
on the whitened grass for thirty minutes, never
moving. When I went out to pick him up, he
was stuck to the ground! After he was in for
awhile and after I had put his paws in coo] and
then warm water (to which treatment he never
said a word!) he began to cry. He must have
had chiiblains! When I noted this, knowing how
painful such things are because I’ve had them,

of humans, he knew only the two of us on an
acceptable basis—all others terrified him. So I
said, most reluctantly, ‘“Well, it doesn’t get any
easier with time, does it? Guess I may as well
call the vet—it’s kinder to the cat and it’s selfish
of us to try to keep him as things are.” I was
planning to go away for my master’s degree
after January and Jack was already pending

I put on a coat and took him back outdoors
again. This I did at fifteen-minute intervals

orders for transfer in the Air Force. I called the

until he no longer cried when left in the heated
house. As you can see, he was not quite bright

destroyed; although the vet was willing to treat
the cat’s neck we ‘“‘decided”’ otherwise. I asked

about the whole matter!

Jack if he would come with me and drive the

vet and arranged to take the cat over to be
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car while I held the cat and I got the most surprising answer! “I’m sorry, Doll, but I have such

completely limp. But he was still alive.
Within fifteen minutes, I was opening my

a headache I don’t think I could see to drive,

front door and looking indignantly at a startled
Jack who said nothing but just waited. I lost
no time expiaining my ordeal and that of the

especially at this time of day.” I merely said,
aloud, “Oh, I’m sorry; can I get you some
aspirin?” And to myself I said, “Coward!” So
the cat and I went on alone.
As I reached the vet’s waiting room door, I

cat, and finished my outraged account with
“Maybe he’ll freeze to death this winter but my
great-uncle said it was an easy death, after a

could see three patients waiting: a dachshund,
a cocker spaniel and an Irish setter. This pre-

certain point; one just sleeps away; maybe he’ll
die fighting—but either way, it won’t be against

cluded my going in, so I held the cat and hoped

his nature. I took him over there, and it was
horrible. If you feel he should still be put away,
you take him! I can’t!” At this point, we were

someone would see me! The jets taking off from
the nearby airfield threw the cat into a panic
and he struggled to run anywhere, fast! His
mood was not soothed by a well-meaning visitor
who came by on his way to the office and called
cheerfully in a loud voice, “Sick cat?’”? My poor
cat, to this time, had accepted only the softspoken Jack and myself, so this strange voice
just doubled his panic. Two more visitors came
by, went in slamming the door, came out slamming the door, and both sympathetically voiced

both crying. Meanwhile, the cat slept exhaustediy in his chair.
All this happened over a month ago. The
cat has capitalized on missing Cat Heaven—in
fact, he’s impossible. We settled for calling him
“The Cat” because he never answered to anything else. But he’s changed our minds in the
past few weeks and for many reasons, first

their concern for the plight of the “sick cat,”
who was, by now, crying pitifully and gasping
for breath! Also, his claws got longer by the

among them being his superb indifference to
anything but his own inclinations. By this means
he has earned himself the name “Tobacco Road.”
His dirty brown face serves only to emphasize

minute, but of course this was to be expected. I
was glad I had worn leather gloves and a heavy

its suitability. He’s arrogant. He’s disdainful.
He’s supremely lazy, indifferent to luxuries, com-

wool coat! I had sent word in by the second
visitor to ask the vet if there was a pen avail-

pletely happy if he can eat and sleep and keep
warm. His interests are simple and few. He isn’t

able for my pet, for the cat could sense, minute

very alert to the effects of cold or of heat. He

by minute, some ominous proceedings, I’m sure!
The visitor had cheerfully brought back, in a
loud voice, the answer, “He said he’d find some-

wants out when it’s five above freezing and

thing!”
It wasn’t more than ten minutes after this
that I suddenly saw a handyman coming around
the corner of the building and in his hand was
a perfectly ordinary thick cardboard box. I was
horrified and this implication finished my waiting instantly. I turned and took the cat back
to the car! To think they would probably weight
down the lid of the box until the vet had “‘time”’
to administer the sleeping dose was too much
for me to accept. Formerly, when injured pets
had to be destroyed, I had always stayed with

them until they slept, for I felt that these animals sensed a comfort by having a known person
with them at such a time. Vivid pictures of the
waiting cat and indifferent vet made me slightly
ill, and as I sat collecting myself with the cat
beside me, I was aware that the animal sighed
deeply once, put his head in my lap and went

refuses to go out when it’s fifty degrees and
raining. If he can snatch a piece of hot meat,
he eats its avidly, then yells because it burned
his mouth. He asks to go out by putting his
foot on the door. Don’t bother asking him if he
wants to go, you’ve merely put yourself in a
draught for nothing, for he simply lies down
on the floor and pretends to snooze! If he’s
hungry, he’ll tell you what he wants by putting
his foot out toward the meat can or the milk
carton—you won’t change his mind by your
choice. If he wants your chair, he’ll sit in front
of you and yowl until you move or until you
put him somewhere else. When the alarm rings
in the morning, he comes to the doorway and
cries until we get up—he doesn’t want out then,
nor does he want to eat—until he’s spoken to
and his head rubbed briefly, and his throat (now
completely healed) gently rubbed. He’ll take
hot milk when he comes in. If you interrupt his
(Continued on Page 26)

TELEVISION: Step Forward In Education
By ANN SANCHEZ

Certain
nation’s

pedagogical

entertainment

diehards
critics

among

maintain

the

the wit to recognize its virtues, the success of

with

television as a method of education is undeniable.
Consider, for example, the subject of history.
Any child old enough to sit upright before a
TV set can tell you without hesitation that the

dogged persistance that television, as a medium
of education, has completely failed. This tragic
fact is especially true, they maintain, in educating the school child of the kindergarten-toseventh-grade range. They insist that these children are learning nothing of value by way of
television, and that because of the lack of mental

stimulation their little brains are slowly but
inexorably deteriorating to gray jello.
I, however, am compelled to disagree. Having
done exhaustive research in the matter and conducted person-to-person surveys among a wide
assortment of neighborhood small fry, I am able
to cite substantial evidence to the contrary. Not
only is television a most efficient medium of
education, but its educational value far out-

discoverer of America was Wyatt Earp, that
the founding fathers of our nation were the
Maverick Brothers, and that its first settlers
consisted of cattle barons and homesteaders
whose principle problem lay in beating off some
fifteen billion Indians, uncounted numbers of
apparently tireless cattle rustlers, and, on occasion, each other. He will inform you with admirable accuracy that all Indians were no-good
varmints because they were Indians, that the

Confederate soldiers in the Civil War were the

weighs its recreational worth.
We as a nation shockingly underrate the

good guys because they were always cleanshaven and wore immaculate, knife-creased uniforms (all the good guys in all Westerns are
always immaculate), and that the most valuable

priceless heritage of wisdom imparted to our

possession of every self-respecting rancher was

children through television. We must begin to
appreciate the source of knowledge functioning

—not his blue-eyed, fair-haired daughter—but
his brace of shootin’ arns, known as six-shooters,

unrecognized in our homes. To those who have

capable of discharging a most amazing number
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of bullets at one draw. Men were men and times
were good in them pioneer days, so, quite properly, television emphasizes the Western sec-

taste), clubbing (with anything over five pounds
in weight), various body blows, falls down stairs,

tion of the country. Junior doesn’t know how
the North, East, and South were settled and

falls out of windows, falls down elevator shafts,
creek drowning, swimming pool drowning, bathtub drowning, strangling, and, of course, the

developed and he cares less. Whether he grasps
the fact that Plymouth Rock is not west of the

To insure his proper grasp of the subject, tele-

Mississippi is doubtful.
Modern youngsters’

induction

into

classic

literature receives equal attention. Naturally,
in order to comply with various regulations
limiting the length of such TV presentations,
one or two adjustments are occasionally necessary. Such adjustments were made in last
Christmas’ presentation of A Christmas Carol,
in which producers threw out all but absolutely
essential

details

as

two

or

three

mumbling

monologues by Scrooge, a mournful ballad wailed

by a manfully limping but healthy-voiced Tiny
Tim, and a scorching love-scene which would
have dumbfounded the author of the original
version. In the same category belongs a truly
stirring capsule version of A Tale of Two Cities.
After concentrating exclusively on Sidney Carton for the first hour of the presentation, the
program suddenly picked up speed, whisked him
through several assorted, unexplained battles
and commercials, and deposited him on the
scaffold in the final scene which concluded with
his moody stare into the camera. A couple of
realistic young literateurs of my acquaintance
had not the foggiest idea either of the nobility
of his sacrifice or of the revolution being fought.
They intensely regretted, however, not having
been able to witness close-up shots of Sidney
Carton’s execution. Nor has television detracted
from the great literary classics, for these same
two young men are, they inform me, presently
hoarding their pennies and counting the days
till they can triumphantly bear home their own
Klassic Komic copy of this timeless Dickens
novel—a literary gem which they can, with
pride, treasure for the remainder of their lives.
Television educators similarly are giving
close attention to the engrossing and timely

time-honored knock-out and gas-stove method.
vision producers each evening generously present
at least one—more often two or three—half-hour
lessons in hand-to-hand combat. These carry
such intriguing titles as Peter Gunn, Mike
Hammer, and, for the staying-up-a-little-later
kiddies, Sea Hunt. This last is a soggier version
of the first two, dedicated to the child thoroughly at home in the water—a sort of copsand-robbers with swim fins. Among the assorted
scraps of information that can be gleaned in
an evening’s viewing (so maintains a young man
who lives next door) are these: that the strongest material to use to strangle somebody is a
nylon stocking, that a man can neatly be put
out of commission by a well-placed kick in the
stomach,

that

private

detectives

are

much

smarter than city cops who are all dumb jerks,
and that a really good lawyer can win all his
cases by shouting at the judge and jury through
the whole trial. The importance of all this information in the life of the modern grammarschool child is clearly evident. Armed with it,
he is splendidly equipped to grapple successfully
with life’s most complicated problems.
It is necessary, nevertheless, to realize that
in all this flood of television learning one is
bound to encounter occasional dry spots. Almost
without his realization, the modern youngster
will imbibe such nonsense as historical programs
which persist in presenting the Indian viewpoint of America’s settlement and such warped
ideas as the one that George Washington, not
Davy Crockett, was America’s first president.
Equal heresy is being taught via programs in
science and natural history. According to recent
accounts, however, these flaws in an otherwise
shining medium of mental stimulation are being
given stern attention.

problem of self-defense. Today’s youth can list

With the continued cooperation of that stal-

a surprising variety of methods for the success-

ful removal of enemies—such as shooting with

wart group of unsung American citizens, the
television producers, there is no doubt that tele-

Daddy’s old army gun (with or without silencer),
stabbing (knife, letter opener, hatpin, ice pick,
or knitting needle if sturdy enough), poison
(cyanide works fast but arsenic has almost no

vision will rise, in time, to unparalleled heights
as a prominent educational force for American
youth in the kindergarten-through-eighth-grade
school-year range.

Takes

More

Than

Three To Get Married

By O. FARRINGTON NUTLEY

There was once a pretty popular personality
on television who said that it takes three to get
married. Takes more than that.
Look at all the people who have to be around
to steer the couple into this. Let’s start from
the beginning and see how many people it
actually takes. Our girl’s name is Nerdlina Fitch
and our boy’s name is Irving Glick.
Nerdlina and Irving go to college. They go
to the same college. Nerdlina is a sophomore
in Engineering and Irving is a senior in Elementary Home Economics Education. Our first
people to start them down the aisle are those
responsible for sending them to the same
college.
Irving is a very serious-minded scholar who
has no plans for getting married. He has to
get out and make a name for himself—some
day he wants to see IRVING GLICK in the
Elementary Home Economics Education | BiMonthly. He has no time for romance.
Nerdlina is more the gay-blade personality.
She flits about from this to that. She wasn’t
always an engineer. She started out in the Technical Institute and switched to the Veterinary
School, then to Electrical Engineering. Nerdlina
is very romantic—the boys don’t understand
how she gets such good grades from Professor
Ohm.
One day Irving was gathering pine cones
to be used in a new recipe of his (pine cone
pudding) and Nerdlina was running a wire
across the top of the pine tree. Irving looked
up, then he looked down, blushing. He tried to

The next day Irving went to Professor Ohm
and described Nerdlina. Ohm told him where

to find her. She lived above a shoe shop on
the other side of town.
Irving hopped on his Harley Davidson motorcycle and buzzed over to the shoe shop. This
being purely a business call, Irving did not
change his lab clothes. Nerdlina came to the
door in coveralls since she was getting ready
to go to work. She recognized Irving right away
and was impressed by his delightful aura of
cinnamon puffs. Irving had never askeda girl
to string lights but he finally managed to stammer it out. She said she would be happy to do
it. He could see he had impressed her, especially
with the tattoo on his left hand of crossed
spatulas.
On the way home, Irving began to think
about the dance. For three years he had stood
at the door taking tickets. Why should he do
it this year? Someone else could do it! Irving
knew he had to get a date. All the students expected it. But who could he ask? Linda Bagelox
had to stand guard by the oven that night.
Renee Rolls-Royce always insisted on drinking
peach brandy. The third girl he knew would be

busy making pickle relish that night. Who would
he ask?
Just then he thought, ‘Why not Nerdlina ?—
But she doesn’t like me—But we do have a lot
of things in common—Well, I'll wait till tomorrow.”
This was all strange to Irving. He had never

quite nimble in pine trees during her summer

worried about girls before. He couldn’t concentrate. He got a D on his macaroni macaroons.
Then at last he saw her. “‘Nerdlina! oh, Nerdlina! Come on up and have lunch with me!”

job); she saw Irving with a bag of pine cones

Nerdlina rushed right up and Irving fixed her

and said, ‘Hi, pal!” With that remark Irving
knew she was something special. Irving had to

a sumptuous meal. Afterwards they sat and
talked about small things like the total voltage

meet her. He would ask her to string lights for

in

the Home Ec Hop next week.

favorite dishes, the effect of Emersonian tran-

walk away, but something made him linger.
Nerdlina slid down the tree (she had become

a Messerchranz circuit,

Queen Victoria’s
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scende:calism in the Baltic off-shore islands.
Irving began to rearrange his thoughts about

fleeing from Hitler. Nerdlina got the job and
was rushed to Europe. The lovers were again

going it alone. Nerdlina would make a swell
partner. She could be an engineer and he could

united. They made plans for a military wedding.
They would walk between a row of tanks with

devote all his time to the culinary arts.
Impulsively he said, “Nerdlina, will you go

the White Russian immigrants serenading them.
It was all grand.
The day of the wedding came and went with-

to the Hop Ed Home? I mean, Home Ec Hop?”
“Yes,” said Nerdlina, “but who would take me?”
“T will, of course!”
This was the beginning of a_ successful
romance. They went to the Hop and were together constantly. By June they were one of
the outstanding couples on campus. At gradua-

out a wedding because Irving was shipped back
to their old campus for ROTC duty. How could
fate be so unkind to two such lovers?
Nerdlina rushed back to the states and reenrolled. They sat by the hour and talked about
Russia and tanks and Russian tanks.

tion, Irving matriculated with honors and received the Elementary Home Ec Education’s
highest award, the Gold Spoon. Nerdlina sat

They were to be married during the Christmas holidays.

in the audience and beamed as the award was

the Pentagon. They became infuriated that a
young soldier should go through so much. So

given.
Everybody expected Nerdlina to get her ring
but Irving still wasn’t sure because he thought
these things could be more or less permanent.
This is when another helping hand was
offered. Professor and Mrs. Ohm invited the
couple over for dinner. Upon seeing the problem,
Mrs. Ohm gave her suggestions: ‘Think of the
heavenly bliss a young couple like you can have.
You can weather the storms together.” Then
Professor Ohm added, “Think of the taxes you
save. You might not be drafted!”

The news of this strange occurrence reached

they quickly took away his tank driver’s license
and made him a mess sergeant. Their minds
rested.
But Irving and Nerdlina did not rest because Irving was sent to Mess Sergeants’ School.
Again the wedding was postponed.
Irving knew how to cook but the Army does
not cook; they follow the master dietitian’s
schedule and serve scrambled eggs where the

menu reads Cheese Souffle a la Brigienne. But
Irving learned very fast and was soon given

Well, this was enough to move Irving to

his own mess hall. Nerdlina was overjoyed with

action. He rushed down and bought a diamond
from Sol Opal and they became engaged that
very evening. The one sad part was that he

the news but she also had a surprise for Irving.
She had switched majors again and gone to
night school so that she graduated in June with

had to sell his Harley Davidson, an emblem

a BS in Elementary Home Economics Educa-

synonymous with togetherness with them for

tion. Irving could not believe it but at graduation Nerdlina received the Melvin Cosnofsky

months.
They planned an early fall wedding before
Nerdlina went back to school.
have it, Irving was drafted.
get married on $78 a month?
postponed. Irving went into

But as fate would
How could they
The wedding was
the Army where

he became a tank driver with a BS in Elementary Home Ec Education. Nerdlina went
back to school and switched her major to

Award for the graduate with the highest number of majors.
This time fate dealt them a pleasant blow.
Nerdlina enlisted in the WACS and was assigned
to Irving’s mess hall. They were finally married
by the CO of the base in their own little kitchen.
It was a simple ceremony attended by everyone who had had a hand in the romance:

Again somebody stepped in and came to

1. Those responsible for sending them to
the same college

their help. Irving’s outfit was shipped to West
Germany and Nerdlina soon became the prize

. The Elementary Home Economics Education Department

Russian student. It just so happened that Pro-

. Professor and Mrs. Ohm

fessor Wolfschmidtz heard from the State De-

. The Electrical Engineering Department
. The Home Ec Hop Committee
(Continued on Page 26)

Russian.

partment that a Russian interpreter was needed
in West Germany to quiz White Russians still

Spring Prayer

The great resurrection of nature
Is at hand.
Pink and white blossoms are dotting
Forth in a pattern of simplicity.
The browns are slowly turning to a
Beautiful shade of green.
Light at first, and then, as if overnight,
The bright fullness of rich greens,
Is shown like the contrast between
Night and day.
Great God of nature, who has presupposed
This grand entrance of spring,
Cleanse my soul like nature’s dark brown
Veil springing forth to the purity
And cleanliness of the new-born greens.

By JOHN HORNER
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‘Destiny
Oh, God, I could be bound in a nutshell, and count myself a king of infinite

space, were it not that I have bad dreams. Hamlet wi-2
I look up and see a star, and another, and another, I see thousands,
I can’t see many millions more.
I wanted to touch them, but my arm was heavy with the sleep of ages.
But today I shall reach up, for suddenly my arm is light.
And I will reach up and touch those stars. And standing on my tip-toes I shall
strain myself, and I wili touch them.
I will touch them with extended fingers, and all the stars and all the planets
will see something greater than ever before—human life, life that is coursing
through the veins and veinlets of my hand.
Each, as I touch it, will feel the warmth and will be both happy and sad,
and will laugh in merriment, and I will cry red tears.
a
Each star is a pore on a face, and my probing fingers will brush whole lines,
feeling the wrinkles of each.
And by touching each line and wrinkle, I may one day know what she looks like.
JT am a blind man groping, my arms extended, my hands before me, touching,
feeling, sensing, experiencing;
1 know more and more, but I still know nothing;
When shall I know what she looks like?
3
I will give out my warmth and all the things that I can give,

but will my madness go there also?
I am what I am, and no matter how far I seek, or how high I reach,
or how hard I try, I will take my madness with me. —that courses
through my fingertips.
Ah, if with each step an infinitesimal amount fell away, then one day there
would be no dark corners, and the stars would never cry their horrible tears.
4
I can often see the barbarian off in the distance, and I fear sleep,
For my arms will grow heavy and I will not touch these stars,
And all the stars and planets there will not laugh—or cry—
because that requires life.
Yes, I was once asleep, and awake before that.
While I was awake I exhausted myself, and when I slept I slept fitfully
and dreamed bad dreams.
I fear those dreams, for in them I see my innermost madnesses,
Men seeking gold, and wars that lie religion,
And I am sick.
5
But now,

Now I am heady, almost as with wine. My fingers even now reach,—
But not yet, not quite yet...
1 will touch them,
I'll touch them today,
T’ll burn my fingers in their hot bowels, but Pll touch them.
Today I'll touch them.
Now.

By RON LARCENISE
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I am Man.
I was made to the image and likeness of God.
I was put on this earth to know, love, and serve
Him,
My first purpose is to glorify God and direct
my all to Him.
This will cause me to reach heaven and realize
God.
But I spite all this.
I throw God from myself.
I walk in pride, forgetting that I am dust only.
I sin, and thereby dare my Father to vent His
anger.

Mea Culpa, Mea Culpa

I throw aside all threats, pleas, teachings.
But Lord, I ask, I beg, I plead you,
Forgive me once again—for
I am Man.

By RON LARCINESE

Cry Katrina

The coolness of the night
Rushing through my hair
Sweeps away the thoughts
Lingering of you there.
Katrina, are you near?

The dark and lonely streets
Valleys in a town,
Echo and repeat
Secrets of my heart.
Katrina, can you hear?

My heart will always call
To the cloudy night,

And though no answer comes
From celestial heights
T’ll ery aloud your name,

Katrina, Katrina.

“Race

Look at me! See how modern I am!
I can live beside You and I do not hate You!
Why should I hate You? You have done nothing

Why can’t I escape You?
Who are You? What are You?

What do You want?...
Feet and roads and running running running
from You until I

to me.
I can live beside You and You can live beside
me and we will get on very well together,
in this modern world.
See how modern I am? I am as modern as
tomorrow.

can run no more

But tomorrow never means anything to You,

my heart is a trapped bird
fighting You .. ;

does it ?—
nor yesterday—nor what might come—nor what

Why? Why me?

but only now—eternally Now...

went before—
What do You want with me?
Why should You love me? I’ve never done anySwamplands and dead cypresses corally, greenly,
brownly necklaced in vines
sprawled arms and legs of cypress roots
green death in mirror-lagoons
poison fecundity
decaying things inside me and outside me...
I can hide here!

thing for You!
Please ...
—running running running running running—

Oh God
I’m so tired why don’t You let me alone I’m so

tired—

Let me be. Let me alone. Let me—
The tangled vines over me and under me and
around me
are Your arms...
Oh God
oh God oh God oh God
Why me?
I don’t want You! I never wanted You!
I want furs and jewels and things and things
and things!—
Can You give me all that?
I want to be pursued!—but not by You—

So!
I can hide in books!
You think I can’t?
I can slide between ideas and couch behind
phrases and squeeze between lines and leap
from philosophy to philosophy
and I dare You to find me now!
Now hunt for me! Look for me! Find me if
You can!
See how I can prove everything without You?
This idea leads to that one and that one has
its roots in this one and this one is traced
to those beginnings and those beginnings
are caused by these causes and these causes
are caused by one cause which—

Can You give me all that?

Loneliness and work and heavy hangings and
nothing
!—

. who gave You leave to cloak Yourself in
words and sentences and ideas?

nothing but You!—
You offer me wasteland!—

You lie in wait for me even here...

Oh God oh God
please
please go away and let me be...

listen to me!

God please listen to me let me alone

—running running running running running—
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Night
wet clinging black all around me—a shroud—
tangling me, trapping me—
stars
eyes looking at me with crystalline remoteness—

O mighty tramping tireless sleepless Hunter of
such hunted huntless life-worn prey as I!
I’m naked now, I have no defense
Your eyes took my last defenses and I have
nothing to exchange
for Your nothing...

—if I look at You once I’m lost—
Oh God! Please! Please! Please!

Plateau
tableland on the rim of the world

mist

Your nothing is everything and everything and
everything
not wasteland!
but land so full of You there’s no space for anything but You!—

gray shrouded masses and forms look indifferently at me and reach to me and stand
aside and swirl away as I run
swirling swirling swirling

How smally, softly do You come to me
in wheaten flesh...

—I can’t run much longer!—
—Hide me! Hide me! Hide—

You trapped me with nets of fire and blood,
with the nets of Your love
and now I’m dying dying dying

What is this bleeding thing?

and I want to die and I cannot die and I delight
in wanting to die and not dying

A body—nameless—
Who did this to You?
Oh, please let me help you, poor dying one...
I can stop for just one minute—
let me cradle you and comfort you and put my
lips to your ripped hands,
poor lonely one,
you paid a high price for something,
was it worth so much?
Who are you that they let you lie here alone,
alone, like this ?—
Oh God no!—
Not You!—
not now, when all the strength of my soul’s feet
is poured out over the rim of infinity!
not now, when I can’t run anymore!
not now, when pity has drained me!—

Oh would that I had known what Love I fled!
I love You
and yet I fear Your love—its terror and consuming fire and joy and agony—
and yet I do not fear to fear Your love
I cannot flee You now
I cannot even want to flee You now..
You love me because You delight to love me and
because to love me is to be
What and Who You are...
and for no other reason do You love me...
and now I cry because my finity imprisons me...
Free me at long, long last with Your gentle
hands

. . . I don’t need You to tell me what thing You
bought with those sanguine coins of Yours!

and take and take and take of me and of all
that causes me to be
that which I am—

You bought me...

You demand so much
but never enough...

Why did You have to look at me? Now I am lost
lost at long, long last

I’m so tired of running

in the flood of Your love!—

and I want no more of it...

drowning and caring not to be drowning in the
lake of fire You laid to trap me!—

By NADA MORGAN

Rootless men, sprouting forth from the dust of
smashed buildings,
Nurtured by the blood of two generations:
Blood of guilt,
Blood of innocence—especially blood of
innocence.
Unbound, untied, free
To be swept away by the strongest wind that
passes ...
The slave running from his master is yet a slave,
For freedom binds.

He is bound to no one.
When brave Spartacus stood on the rim of great
Vesuvius
And flung
The seeds of long repressed hate to the wind,
They fell on barren soil;
Rome reaped the rootless harvest
And hung it on the crosses of the Appian Way
To dry.
Hate does not bind.
The freedom of slavery is the freedom of the

blind

<<.

By GEORGE TOCSIN
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IT'WIMC
Myriads of obscure tiny shapes

But with sudden swiftness

of bright twinkling tawny gold and silver
drifted up from the ground

fall and winter reached the child.

and surged in organized confusion
upon the large luminous eyes
of a child.

that a silent change occured...
at first concealed within the depths
of the child’s being,

The child bent down

then steadily and increasingly growing evident,
but all the while secretly working a spell.

It was within the ensuing interim

under the hovered wings of its angel
and intently gazing upon this new-found treasure
examined the riches of the stone.
The great slab of seemingly precious material

Spring came...
its characteristic manner a harbinger
of the coming storm that was to well up in the

child;

felt hot to the touch
and the child sweltered in the heat of summer.

a result of the spell,
an outburst of emotional downpours

Summer,
and the child has not yet been stirred
by the sting of love,
but knew only, yet quite unknowingly,
of the heavenly love of its angel and those who

giving growth to intense love so deeply rooted
no spade of human fault could remove it.
And the child marvelled at this new desire
to give oneself so completely to another being.

The smallest wonders captivated its eager eyes...

And again summer...
a summer of pain

eyes and spirit so encompassingly rapt

to twist and mangle the child among its sun-

in the innocence and loveliness of childhood.

beams;
For now, all things beautiful

cared.

brought smarting tears...
the most beauteous of all, love,
had

been thrown back, unaccepted,
youthful spirit...
a spirit which now could only weep

at

that

at the complete rejection of its one desire.
Myriads of obscure tiny shapes
of bright twingling tawny gold and silver

By SHAWN

drifted up from the ground
and the melancholy meandering footfall
of a child’s steps passed them over...
steps slow, steps unnoticed,

steps of the shadow of loneliness of unrequited
love.

TWIMC: To Whom It May Concern

eAmbitions
Ambitions creep up on me;
Like wild jungle creatures
they prowl about
waiting to spring,
And in the flickering sunlight
of my pretend world
I gloat in my talents.
Oh, they have a way with me;
Those ceaseless works
that seldom turn themselves alive,
but silently stalk through my thoughts
excusing their presence

Time's Shores

with tomorrow, tomorrow.
Will the haunting emptiness
of a vainful reverie

Te os

plague me forever more?

The sands stretch forth,
Each minute grain yielding
Instants of remembered past.

By SHAWN
Now...
Rushing from the gulf,
Timeless white-capped waves,
Flooding soul’s sweet memory.
Lene es.
That day when I
Passed these shores gazing
"Neath yonder immortal cliffs.
White...
Blazing sun’s full power;
Hoping there to find that hour
When hope’s full dreams are realized.
2

e

Standing now upon the shore,
Yearning yet as evermore,
Know what yet I must possess.

See...
How those waves come mocking me,
Rolling in for all eternity,
Carving immortal figures in the sand.

By DON RICHARDS

VIGNETTE

By MARY MATTINGLY

I really don’t know Jess and Edna very well,
but they are such an uncomplicated old couple
that one can meet them for the first time and

somehow feel that these simple people could do
nothing that cannot be anticipated.
My only introduction to them occurred at
the breakfast table, when my aunt announced,
“Jess and Edna are coming to clean house
for me this morning, and I certainly hope that

Pen Sketch

old Jess doesn’t break any more of my antiques.
The last time he was here he broke the leg
off my little spool table with the sweeper and
cracked the brick in the fireplace when he let
the stoker drop.”
“Then why don’t you get someone else?”
My aunt looked shocked.
“T wouldn’t think of it. They’ve been breaking things for years now. Edna’s a fine worker

. maybea little slow. It’s just Jess...

if

only he wouldn’t be so . . . so clumsy. I get so
provoked at him. He’ll dusta little, then he'll
sit down and read magazines for an hour. That’s
how he passes the morning.”
After breakfast my aunt went to the living

room and began filling candy jars.
“What are you doing that for?”
“Oh, Jess likes candy to eat while he reads
the magazines.”

There was a peremptory knock and a gruff
voice with the tonality of sandpaper demanded,
“Miz Jones, you home?”
The bang of the screen door followed.
I was still at the breakfast table when Jess
shuffled in with the sweeper trailing behind
him. With faded, blue denim overalls hanging
on his sparse, leathery frame, he carried with
him the definite atmosphere of an Illinois cornfield, which was a little incongruous in a
sanctuary of antiques. His gray eyes glinted
from a face which has the texture of creased
butternut. He looked at me as one looks at a
statue in the public park, which is somehow

not quite where it ought to be, and then tipped
a nondescript hat.

“Mornin.”
And without pausing went straight into the
living room. That was Jess.
Edna was not quite so obvious. A rather
demure little person with evenly parted grey
hair and twice the circumference of her outspoken spouse, she worked in quiet, colorless
contentment.
But Jess was more interesting. He dusted
window sills with all the enthusiasm of a bartender at closing time, and paused periodically
to reenforce himself for the next task. One-half
hour later he was still there and so was the
dust, and evidently both had agreed on a truce.
Jess was less than comfortably deposited in a
Victorian wing chair, his muddy feet propped
upon a pettipoint stool about the size of an
aspirin.
As I passed he looked up from his magazine. He swallowed something and shifted his
position.
“Good candy, but I wonder if there’s anything good on that there TV.”
Well, at least Jess and Edna will never die
of overwork!
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THE
OLD
MAN
AND
THE
SEA

When is a novel true?

make them bigger than life-sized. If he can

When a novelist sees the truths that are

make his reader feel, “This is you, weaker than
you have ever dared to be, more passionate than

common to all men and makes these truths
more real than life to the reader.
When he sees his characters’ weaknesses and
tenderly laughs at them, saying to his reader,

you can be, and stronger than you have longed

“This man is weaker than you.” And the reader
laughs and loves the character for his laughter-

character so weak, so passionate, so strong, that
he is the universal man. He is humanity con-

sensitive weakness.
When he sees his character’s passions and
describes them in bold, primary colors, the
violent red of anger, the indigo blue of deepest
melancholy, and the yellow earth-color of lust,

centrated to the essence.
The Old Man is aware of his weaknesses. He

he can say to his reader, ‘This man has lived
more deeply than you.’ And the reader pities

to be,” he is a great novelist.
Hemingway has created in the Old Man a

glories in his passions. But in his strengths
he has climbed to such a dramatic height that
the reader is compelled into an almost dizzy
excitement.
The reader can hear the voice whisper in

the character for the depth of his passion.
When a novelist can see the virile strengths

his mind, “I know you, old man, for I am you.
I have pulled the great marlin from the sea.

of his characters and can give a loud, exultant

The ropes have cut my hands and the sun has

shout to his strengths, he can say to his reader,
“This man is taller than other men.”
When is a novel great?
When a novelist can describe a common man,
his weaknesses, his passions, his strengths, and

burned my flesh, and I have drawn the lines
tight for four days and nights. And the sharks
have come, evil blue things in the water. And
they have torn the great fish and eaten it. But
I have triumphed, for the sharks have destroyed
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only the fish, they have not defeated me. And
is not made for defeat. A man can be destroyed

nakedness of his mind. For man has learned
early that what he loves, others may scorn.”
This reviewer would answer that Santiago

but not defeated.”

does not speak as other men speak. Bue he

I have come to realize, as you have, that, ‘““Man

The plot of The Old Man and the Sea is, on

speaks as men think. He speaks simply and

the surface, a simple tale of an old Cuban fisher-

openly, unashamed of his thoughts.
This novel is better than it would have
been had Hemingway written it as a young
man. For Hemingway has seen much, known
much. He has traveled, thought, and grown old.
This reviewer feels that Santiago is Hemingway.
One pictures Hemingway sitting alone and re-

man.
For eighty-four days the Old Man had caught
no fish. On the eighty-fifth day the big fish
struck. It was bigger than any he had ever
seen and bigger than any he had ever heard of.
It was purple and striped, and it rose unendingly
into the sunlight. For four days he battled with

membering the lions he has hunted, the fish he

the fish, only to have it eaten by sharks.
And that is the story, the simple story, told

has caught, and the porpoise he has seen playing

on the surface of this novel.
But what is the real story of The Old Man
and the Sea?
The answers are many. It is the story of an
old man who dreams the bright dreams of youth,
who talks to a bird and remembers the lions
playing upon the coast of Africa. It is the story

upon the surface of the sea.
The Old Man and the Sea is an unusual
novel. Shorter than the standard novel and
longer than the standard short story, it can
be read in an evening. It has neither a great
number of characters, nor a complicated plot.

of the Sea, the great mistress who rages and

But the writer who is careful to make his work
of the standard length, of the standard number
of characters, and a standard complexity of plot,

hates, caresses and loves her men. It is above
all, the story of mankind, who loses, but is never

often produces a novel that is only standard.
Hemingway has looked upon scenes that are

defeated.
From the first, the reader is captured inside

familiar to all, but he has seen deeper than most.
He has listened to men speak and has heard

the fisherman’s mind. For the Old Man talks

beneath the sound. He has been with men and

to himself, but not to himself alone. He talks
to the sea, to the fish, to the world. Until, by

has known them better than most men.
To give as examples all of the lines of this

the time the old man proclaims it, the reader
knows that he can never be defeated, for he is

novel that rise to the heights of human understanding, would take more space than is allowed

mankind.
The main character is never called by his

here. But the reader is struck deeply by the
Old Man as he says, “Why do old men wake
so early? Is it to have one longer day?” Or

full name. He is “the Old Man,” he is Santiago.
If he had been called, for example, Santiago
Gomez, he would have been a specific character
in a specific setting. But the “Old Man” is anyone, everyone. The “Old Man” is the reader.
The fisherman is motivated upon two planes.
He needs the fish. He needs the money for food
and clothing. But he has another, a greater,
need to catch the marlin. He needs it as he

needs the memory of the Indian wrestling championship he once held. He needs it as he needs
the lions upon the beaches of Africa. He needs
it to prove that he is still Santiago, the undefeated, virile lion.

There are some who would insist that the
speech used by the Old Man is unnatural. They
would say, “Man does not speak this way. Man
does not use the simple poetry that reveals the

when he thinks of the fish as himself as it is
hooked. “He took the bait like a male and his
fight has not panic in it. I wonder if he has any
plans or if he is just as desperate as I am?”
It is insulting to Hemingway to pluck bright
phrases from the book and serve them to the
reader saying, “This is what it was. This is the
substance and worth of this book.” For the
reader can only find the real worth, the worth
for himself, by reading this book.
By reading this novel, this reviewer has
known the sea, has known a man, has known
a part of mankind. From it one learns a part

of the mind of Hemingway.

By LINDA H. McCARTHY

William Casey

CONCEPT: Delving Into Spring
With spring just around the corner, Concept’s
fancy turned to thoughts of art, this time collect-

William Casey’s bold abstract accentuates

ing some of DAI’s best-known student artists.
The objective was to be a visual interpretation
of spring. Concept wanted to know how different

the vivid contrast of spring after the apathetic
numbness of winter. Covering nearly five square
feet, the painting emphasizes the union of
masses by the gentle bracings, akin to the spirit

artists saw and felt the new season—and this
was the only restriction imposed.
Size and medium were left to the discretion
of the artists, with resulting experiments in
nearly everything from conte to resist; in sizes

of brotherhood which grows amidst the delicacy
of spring.
Barbara Mescher presents a second abstract,
painted in free, sensuous washes. As in spring,

ranging from thirty inches to less than three

here is a feeling of spontaneity and lightness,

inches in width. Variety also reared its head in
tools, running the gamut from a pointed stick
to a house brush. But all of this is only acci-

coupled with soaring expectations, tied to earthy

dental. The true nature of the diversity among

the artists is the wide variation of their interpretations.

darknesses.
Mary Roeckner’s line drawing hits upon a
familiar theme. Done in soft greens and lavenders, the drawing whispers the subtleness of a
nurturing spring love.
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Barbara Me

Mary Roeckner

LeRoy White takes us

into a completely

different world of thought. The tiny size of
the oil painting immediately draws the viewer
into a zone of intimacy. The muted browns,
yellows, and reds suggest the first painful strugglings of plant life, attempting to rise above
the mulch of some primordial forest.
Jerry Adams gives a study in dandelions,
the vagueness of the future and the solitude of

life aptly interpreted in brown washes. A time
of growth, but independent growth, alone in
itself until it clusters.
Martha Hunter’s child and dog touches on
a windowed subjective analysis. “There is a
neighbor girl who has a dog. When the weather
is warm, she and the dog play together.” The
drawing, thus, reflects the closeness of nature
to the naturalness of man.
Dennis Fritz, somewhat unconcerned with
soft emotions and young growing things, approached the subject quite objectively. “Time
for plowing,” he said over his shoulder and
leaned back to think of Iowa.

For a limited period, this spring collection
will be on exhibit upstairs in Liberty Hall. Students (and anyone interested)

are invited to

drop by and ponder the originals during the
afternoons and evenings.

LeRoy White

Dennis Fritz

Martha Hunter

Thy Sister's Keeper
By EILEEN CROWLEY

The clock is still ticking, breaking the silence
that shrouds the room with its oppressive pall.
Still ticking and striking the hours as if nothing
had happened. I sit in the darkening room—
numb and shocked. Can it be that I can gaze
into the corner and see her chair empty? Is it

I was once happy with the joy and radiance
that comes of youthful love. Richard and I
would take long walks on Sunday afternoon,
eating lunch by the locust grove on the banks
of the river. One day I mentioned Richard’s
shy proposal to Emilie. I hesitated to confide

truly possible that her piercing eyes are no
longer watching me—watching every move I

in my sister. I feared her even then, but I had

make, reading my every thought?
Every evening after supper, whether in the

I could not recall my mother. Whenever she
was mentioned it was only in hushed tones and

warm dusk of summer or the early darkness of

with an exchange of knowing looks. With some

winter, we would sit in this room. Emilie was
perpetually knitting. The incessant clicking of
her needles was the sole sound to be heard
above the grandfather clock. Back and forth

well-calculated eavesdropping and concentrated
attention to the local gossips I finally ascertained that my mother had been committed to
a mental institution. Beyond his, I learned no

she would rock and watch me. Her steady gaze
was never diverted. Those cold, blue eyes always

more. Father had been dead for eight years.
There remained only my sister Emilie and I.

watching, vigilant,—I can still see them. Emilie
may no longer be here, but I can still feel her

Confiding my cherished secret of Richard’s
marital intentions I met with an almost brutal

penetrating gaze—it is burned forever on my

onslaught from Emilie.
<
“Marriage—you little fool! You are the last
person to have such nonsensical thoughts in

soul.

She is dead now but can I have any freedom? Even in death she is keeping her con-

no one else to turn to.

your head. Surely you realize that neither you

stant surveillance. Her spirit pervades every

nor I can ever marry.” Her voice was rising

room; she dominates the stairway and the halls.
What can I do now? What of life remains for
me? I am old and worn, I have no hopes—only
emptiness and this gloomy homestead permeated
with the bitter memory of Emilie.

to a shriek. “Don’t look so bewildered, Catherine.
Mother was committed: She was mad, raving
mad—insane! Insane—do you understand!”
She paused in the midst of her tirade. “Insanity runs in families as anyone can tell you.
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Do you want all of your children to be raving
lunatics? Richard must be more of a fool than
you if he has never considered it. Marriage
for you, Catherine, is out of the question. It is
your obligation, your duty to the family never
to marry. It could be called your trust. I want
to hear no more of such stupidity, do you hear
me! If you persist in such absurdity I will make
it my duty to see that you never set foot outside of this house again.”
I was dumbfounded—my head spun after
such an intense declaration. I returned to my
senses

as a stream of hot tears

seared my

cheeks. I locked myself in my room all of the
afternoon, torn between a bitter rebellion and

serious nature. I had always envisioned her as
a fortress impervious to any and all disease.
Suddenly, I saw her wince and press her hand
to her chest. “Emilie, is anything wrong? Can
I get something for you?”
“Nothing is the matter. Just a mere touch
of indigestion; it will pass.’
The clock struck the hour. The chimes had
scarcely diminished when Emilie arose. “I am
going to take some baking soda.” I listened to
her deliberate steps, heard the tinkling of the
spoon against a tumbler. Then—a long gasp.
I was out of my chair, running to the kitchen.
There was Emilie lying in a crumpled heap

a hopeless despair. The worst torture was the

on the kitchen floor. No sigh or gasp escaped
her lips. I rushed over to her and tried to raise

admission deep within my inner self that Emilie
might be right. When I descended from my bed-

her as best I could but she was limp in my
arms. Could it be—was Emilie dead? As I peered

room later in the evening I caught a glimpse
of Emilie furtively hanging up the phone in
the shadowy hall. Who could she be calling at
this hour? I was too dazed to try to find an
acceptable answer.
Sunday of that week passed and I neither
saw nor heard from Richard. Perhaps he was
sick—some important work might have kept
him away. Sunday after Sunday marched on.
progressing into month after despairing month.
All of my hope was blown as grains of sand
on a desert of desolation. My sole outlet from

at her lifeless form I noted that even the hand
of death had not relaxed her staid and somber
features. The cold fingers of fear gripped my
throat. It was as if a part of me were lying
there lifeless.
Now I am alone—sitting in the shadowy
room, listening to the clock. Emilie was buried
yesterday. You can truly rest in peace, Emilie.
Your mission has been fulfilled. I will never
marry—nhever transfer the blight of our
righteous family to others. I have kept the
‘honorable’ trust.
I can feel her watching me—maintaining

utter despondency was the admission that what
had happened was probably best.
Year after year followed in dreary succes-

her constant vigilance even in death. Perhaps I

sion. I rarely ventured from our homestead and

mental institution? Will the fate of my mother

Emilie’s strict domination. One evening we were

pass to me?
“Six o’clock. Mr. Morrison will be here at

sitting in the front room, as was our usual
occupation. The dread silence pervaded. I had
long before abandoned any attempt to talk with
Emilie in the evenings. Many times I had
timidly tried to begin a conversation but Emilie
was too engrossed in her needlework and her
observation of me to contribute more than a
cursory yes or no. The only defense to which
I resorted against her icy gaze was to return
her piercing stare with what defiance I could
muster.
This evening Emilie looked more pale than

am going mad. Will I too end my days in a

any moment, I must compose myself.” A brisk
knock announced Mr. Morrison’s arrival. Slowly
I rose and went to the door.
“Good evening, Miss Ferguson, I am sorry
to be late but I wanted to be sure I had everything in order before I called.”
“That is quite all right, Mr. Morrison. Do
come in.”
Mr. Morrison followed me as I led the way
into the sitting room. He put his hat on the
armchair and went over to the massive walnut

usual. Her thin lips were resolutely compressed

secretary. Taking a sheaf of papers from his

as if she were trying to suppress some pain by

worn leather briefcase, he spread them before

sheer force of will. This seemed very unusual
to me. Emilie had never had any illness of a

him and withdrawing his spectacles from his
pocket stood deliberately polishing them.

“Miss Ferguson, I suppose I needn’t tell you
that upon the death of your sister, Miss Emilie,
you have come into a sizable inheritance. Your
father left a small fortune in stocks and bonds
in his estate when he passed away. Your sister
as administratrix had admirably managed Mr.
Ferguson’s estate—remarkable woman!”
“Yes, Mr. Morrison; Emilie was always
skilled in money matters. I suppose I should

“Circumstances—I
What circumstances ?”

don’t

understand

you.

“Miss Ferguson, I will clarify my statement.
In these times it is unusual for an estate of
note to be inherited by the youngest daughter,
particularly the youngest, adopted daughter.”
One word struck my ears—‘adopted.”’ Hysterically I broke out: “Do you mean Emilie was
not my real sister—and my mother—not my

consider myself most fortunate.”
“You should indeed. What is even more ex-

real mother?”
As I fell back onto the sofa I saw Mr. Mor-

ceptional is that such a sum should come into

rison shaking his head no.

your hands under the circumstances.”

THE CASE OF THE
DERELICT CAT

“Adopted! No, no,—My God! Oh, no!”

TAKES MORE THAN
THREE...
(Continued from Page 8)

(Continued from Page 4)

napping, he’ll waken sharply, lay back his ears,
glare at you and slap you. He’ll rub his head
across your ankle, or under your chin, if you

. Linda Bagelox
. Renee Rolls-Royce

hold him.

. The third girl with the pickle relish

When he’s out, if you see him on the window
sill, he wants to come in. Don’t bother calling
him, otherwise, it’s useless. When a dog trees
him and he knows you’re around, he’ll wait for
you to help him out of the tree; in fact, he’ll
help you by extending one paw down toward
you. He has amiable moods, too, for he’ll answer
every time you talk to him.
“Tobacco Road” is an alley cat, by descrip-

. The Harley Davidson Company

tion, but he’s rehabilitated to a well-bred domes-

’ tie cat who finds life pleasant as day follows
day. His future is still a dilemma to us, par-

ticularly because our plans must be followed
through, and most decisively because of the
landlord’s possible ultimatum, but I have faith

that there will be a happy solution when the
time comes to make that decision.

10. Sol Opal
11. The Army
. Professor Wolfschmidtz
13. Several hundred East and West Germans
14.
15.
16.
17.

Several hundred White Russians
The Pentagon
The Mess Sergeants’ School
Melvin Cosnofsky

18. The Commanding Officer of the base
19. Nerdlina
20. Irving
See—it does take more than three to get
married. To this day Nerdlina and Irving are
still cooking for the Army. So are Grendel,
Irving Junior, and the twins, Maxwell and Maxwella.

Faith is a Flower
By ARYE L. POOLER

“Faith,” a word used much too freely, indicates a variety of emotions. The ordinary man

But conviction is not mature faith. However,
conviction advances trust to the childhood of

commonly uses it to imply or to infer a wide
span of sensations. A man may say “faith”

faith: it adds fertilizer to nurture the seed that
was sown by trust.

when. he means “trust”; he may say “faith”

“Belief” indicates confidence in and acceptance of something as true and actual. This ac-

when he means “conviction’’; he may say “faith”
when he means “belief.’’ Actually faith is a
union of trust and belief. It is a personal expression by which each man reaches his own

ceptance need not be a personal experience or
observation; it can be an acceptance of another
person’s convictions. Belief signifies both trust

special intellectual acceptance of something as

and conviction. There can be no faith without

true. Faith, private, distinct, and unique, con-

belief. Faith is personal; belef may be imper-

forms to the character of a particular individual.

sonal. As soon as belief becomes strong enough

One man’s faith may never agree with the faith

to be followed by definite action, the belief be-

of a neighbor, of a relative, of a friend, or of

comes faith. Thus, belief, too, adds to the growth

an enemy. Every man hasa different realiza-

of the plant. Now the bud forms, and we may

tion of faith because each man sees a different
view of beauty; and faith is like a beautiful

anticipate the unfolding of a flower beautiful
beyond comprehension!

flower, everchanging and everlasting.
“Trust” indicates confidence and reliance on

and fidelity combine, they equal faith completely

When

trust,

conviction,

assurance,

belief,

a person or on a thing. When a boy drops a

fulfilled. Faith is the divine flower; its color

penny in the chewing-gum machine, he is dis-

contains all its connotations. Man, upon looking

playing his trust that the machine will award

into this bloom, sees not the flower, but that
which he wishes to see. His vision is altered
by its beauty which infuses its radiance into

its product to him in exchange for his money.
The boy builds his trust on trial and on experience. He believes that the machine is reliable,
trustworthy, and contains no faulty mechanism.

his heart. Then wth his heart he beholds the
loveliness of faith!

Therefore, faith in a mechanical, automatic de-

Its loveliness is everchanging because every

vice is established and maintained. This faith is

man’s interpretation of beauty has a divergence

of long duration and affords pleasure to the lad

of some degree. Not only is every man different

on many occasions. Modern living depends on

from every other man, but he is also changeable

countless mechanical trusts. Man’s life and livelihood are dependent in many ways on contrivances that have been developed to answer his
requirements. But this trust is not mature faith;
however, trust may be the embryo of the greater

as an individual. His comprehension of faith
may differ from one day to the next. At some
time in his life, the blossom may seem heavy,
massive, ponderous, and overpowering to the

faith.

point of becoming oppressive. Other times the
same bloom is like a shimmering, gossamer

“Conviction” indicates a belief established by
persuasion, by argument, or by evidence. It

phantom of a rainbow whose aurora permeates
his life with light and exquisite charm.

establishes a doctrine or a proposition which one

Although man and his views are as numerous

firmly believes. It is a forcing of the acknowledgment of truth. Intellectual conviction can be

as the grains of sand on a beach, and although
his vision may change with the season or with

based on a mathematical demonstration or on
an axiom. Because conviction is an argument

the hour, faith is everlasting. The glory of the
bloom is freshened from an eternal spring that

addressed to the intellect, man is the only ani-

knows

mal capable of being convinced. Above all the

serenity; its glow never dims; its colors never
fade; its leaves glisten with perpetual dew. Here
is the flower that blooms eternally! It flourishes
in the garden of God.

other creatures, he alone has the gift, the power,

of mental realization, of reason, and of rationalizing. Therefore, he alone can embrace faith.

no

drought.

It

thrives

in

vigorous

Now that you've read it.

Why don’t you let us know what you
think of Exponent? We wouid be glad to
answer you in the best way we
know ... by giving you the cream
of the campus crop of writings, new
d-rections in art, the most comprehensive
attitudes and viewpoints compactly
wrapped up in the finest college magazine
that we can possibly compile.
Mention the Exponent to your roommate, to your friends . . . because these
are the people who make the
Exponent what it is.
We like the Exponent. We think you do,
too. It’s strictly University of Dayton
student publication, and we think it’s
pretty good.
It should be.

Exponent
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